We present H i observations of the galaxies in the second list of the Karachentsev catalog of previously unknown nearby dwarf galaxies (Karachentseva et al. 1999 to +20 km s −1 ), or lack of sensitivity for very weak emission. In the general direction toward the Local Void we detected only one galaxy with a corrected radial velocity below 1500 km s −1 . The Local Void seems to be highly deficient in dwarf galaxies.
Introduction
Among the most impressive features in the large-scale structure of the universe are huge areas void of galaxies that reach sizes of 100 Mpc. Besides these huge "empty" regions which are revealed in deep galaxy redshift surveys (e.g. Joeever et al. 1978; Kirshner et al. 1984; de Lapparent et al. 1986 ) there are also "empty" regions Send offprint requests to: W.K. Huchtmeier, e-mail: huchtmeier@mpifr-mpg.de Table 2 is also available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp (139.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Abstract.html with diameters of 3 to 5 Mpc ("minivoids", Karachentsev 1994) in the nearby universe. Tully (1988) noted a wide region of sky toward RA ∼ 19h, and Dec. ∼ +20 0 which was free of cataloged galaxies. This Local Void is centered to RA = 18h 38m, Dec. = +18 0 and having a radius of 30 0 (Karachentseva et al. 1999) .
In this paper we present results of a 21-cm line search for candidate dwarf galaxies out to v hel = 3970 km s −1 in a 6000 square degree area centered to RA [14h, 23h30] , Dec. = [−20 0 , +60 0 ] including the Local Void, taken from a list of Karachentseva et al. (1999) . Ideas of biased galaxy formation (Dekel & Silk 1986 ) would expect dwarf galaxies to be less concentrated compared to the distribution of more massive galaxies.
The Local Void is an ideal field for this kind of search as it is very close and only here, at such small distances we do have the sensitivity to find tiny dwarf galaxies at all, both optically and in the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen.
Observations
The 100-m radio telescope at Effelsberg has been used in the total power mode (ON-OFF) combining a reference field 5 min earlier in RA with the on-source position. The dual channel HEMT receiver had a system noise of 30 K. The 1024 channel autocorrelator was split into 4 bands (bandwidth 6.25 MHz) of 256 channels each shifted in frequency by 5 MHz with respect to their neighbor in order to cover a velocity range from −470 to 3970 km s −1 overlapping 1.5 MHz between channels. The resulting channel separation was 5.1 km s −1 yielding a resolution of 6.2 km s −1 (10.2 km s −1 after Hanning smoothing). The H i profiles observed with the 100-m radiotelescope are presented in Fig. 1 in order of increasing RA as in Table 1 . The half power beam width (HPBW) of the Effelsberg telescope at this wavelength is 9. 3. 
The data
Optical data of our galaxies are given in Table 1 . The kkr-number is given in Col. 1, RA and Dec. (1950) follow in Cols. 2 and 3. The optical diameters a and b in the Holmberg (D 26.5 ) system follow in Cols. 4 and 5, the morphological type in Col. 6 where we use the following coding:
Im -irregular blue object with bright knot(s); Ir -irregular without knots or with amorphous condensations, the colour is neutral or bluish; Sm -disturbed spiral or irregular with signs of spiral structure;
Sph -spheroidal, with very low brightness gradient or without any, the color is neutral or redish. The estimated optical surface brightness: high -H (22 − 23 mag/sq. arcsec), low -L (24 mag/sq. arcsec), very low -VL (25 mag/sq. arcsec), and extremely low -EL (26 mag/sq. arcsec) in Col. 7 is averaged over the visible galaxy (∼ D 26.5 ). The total blue magnitude B t and its reference follow in Cols. 8 and 9. "NED" -data are from the NASA/ Extragalactic Database, "IK" -visual estimates from POSS (typical error is about 0.4 mag) by I. Karachentsev. The Galactic extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998) During the observing session we noticed radio interferences at certain times which did not have a strong influence on the observations. Most of the interference spikes are situated outside the velocity range of the H i profiles (e.g. kkr 21, kkr 39). In two cases a spike hits the profile (kkr 49, kkr 61). Baseline ripples are visible in a few spectra (e.g. kkr 2, kkr 22, kkr 77). None of these events really perturb the measurement of the line parameters of narrow emission lines as for these dwarf galaxies.
In the case of kkr 59 the H i emission from this galaxy is confused by Local H i emission. Its H i parameters may only be guessed, i.e. we get an upper limit for the radial velocity and lower limits for the line widths and the H i flux in this case.
In a number of cases emission at negative radial velocities has been observed (kkr25, kkr55, kkr56). The Dwingeloo H i survey (Hartmann & Burton 1997) shows that in all these cases extended H i emission was found at negative radial velocities suggesting that we may observe high velocity clouds in our Galaxy in these directions.
Discussion
A great majority (78%) of our galaxies are of type Im (1) and Ir (61), about 2% are of type Sph (2), while the other 16% is a collection of different types from spiral to Sm. The detection rate of our sample galaxies also depends on the morphological type. 77% of the spirals (type SB to Sm) were detected; the detection rate for types Im and Ir is close to 36%, whereas the galaxies of type Sph were not detected. The detection rate depends on the optical surface brightness (S.B.) class, too. From high S.B. to low, and very low S.B. the detection rate decreases from 100% to 43%, and 25%, respectively. This trend reflects the type dependence and the fact that we deal with fainter galaxies as we descend from high S.B. to very low S.B., the median absolute magnitudes for the detected galaxies change from −15.43 (H) to −13.92 (VL) for our brightness classes.
There are a few cases of high M H I /L B values in Table 2 . The galaxy with M H I /L B ≥ 6 is actually found to be confused by emission from a nearby galaxy (kkr 69, kkr 68, see Table 2 ). Both profiles are nearly identical in shape, radial velocity and linewidths, but not in flux. Most of the H i flux originates from kkr 68; it is not possible to separate the contribution of each galaxy to the observed H i profiles. All detected galaxies have been checked in the NED for confusion within a circle of 15 radius around the optical position. All objects found this way could be classified (on the POSS) as background objects except the discussed confusion of kkr68/69.
Galaxies in Paper I were searched from the environment of known nearby groups. The present sample essentially presents the northern sky in the RA range [14h, 23h30] including the Local Void. Hence one would expect the present sample to be more distant than the sample of Paper I which is the case with a median value of the distance of 12.5 Mpc and 21 Mpc for sample I and sample II, respectively. The relevant values for the linear diameters are 3.6 and 5.6 kpc, a consequence of limited sensitivity: at greater distances the detection limit is higher and we do not detect the very small objects we detect nearby. However, for the subsample of galaxies within 10 Mpc in Paper I and the present sample there are no significant differences: distance = 5.3 and 5.1 Mpc and the linear optical diameter A 0 = 1.4 and 1.1 kpc, respectively.
The present sample of galaxies as presented in Tables 1  and 2 is a collection of dwarf galaxies with the exception of kkr 58, a brighter edge-on galaxy (M B = −19.95) with a "broad" H i line. They have narrow lines (Fig. 1 and Table 2 ). There are 22 sample galaxies within the Local Huchtmeier et al. 2000) . kkr 40: UGC 11111 (at 3.3 ) and UGC 11113 (at 3.8 ) with similar radial velocities. Void circle (they are indicated in Table 2 : in italics for upper limits and as bold face for detections), 8 of these galaxies were detected in H i. Only one of these (kkr 49) lies within the Void volume (V 0 = 1076 km s −1 ) very close to its projected edge. The velocity distribution of the 14 undetected galaxies is unknown. There is no reason to assume they may be fainter and smaller or have less H i mass than other galaxies in this sample on the average. If all galaxies would be in the background (V 0 ≥ 1500 km s −1 ) the void would be empty. If they all would be hidden by Local H i emission they would be a local phenomenon (Local Group or nearby group). So they would not populate the LV except perhaps the rim of the LV. The most unfavorable situation for an empty void would be a velocity distribution similar to that of the surrounding area outside the Local Void circle. In that case we would expect a total of two or three dwarf galaxies within the Void volume. The situation is complicated by the fact that the centre of the Void circle is situated close to the galactic equator; hence a large part of the Void area is affected by considerable galactic extinction, and within the velocity intervall of Galactic H i the weak emission of dwarf galaxies will be completely confused.
In Fig. 2 (Fig. 2  lower panel) .
Global parameters of the detected galaxies in Table 2 , e.g. absolute magnitude, H i mass, and line width, point altogether toward the dwarfish character of these objects. The present sample of galaxies is relatively rich in H i (Col. 9 in Table 2 ). The median M H I /L B ratio is about 2 M /L , the minimum value is 0.36 M /L . These values are rather high, another indication for the dwarfish character of these galaxies.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented an H i search for 78 galaxies within the boundaries RA [14h, 23h30] and Dec. [−20 0 , +60 0 ] including the Local Void. The detection rate of 42% (36% within the Local Void circle) is lower than that for the sample in Paper I (60%). One reason is that the present sample is more distant on the average (21 Mpc compared with 12.5 Mpc for the sample of Paper I). We detected only one galaxy within the Local Void volume. The Local Void nearly seems to be empty of galaxies. This seems to be in contrast with the predictions from biased galaxy formation which would permit the formation of dwarf galaxies further away from the preferred places of galaxy formation in general, i.e. within areas void of bright and massive galaxies.
